The CPA Evolution will be here before you know it—starting in January 2024. It’s an overhaul of the CPA Exam and curriculum, designed to more broadly reflect the skills needed in today’s accounting world. Understanding the changes that are coming can help exam candidates develop a navigation plan toward exam success.
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Meet our celebrity speaker

Mike Brown, CPA, CGMA, CMA

Senior National Instructor

Mike Brown’s extensive experience confirms his presence as a leader in the accounting community—with a commitment for student success and a passion for teaching. For nearly 15 years, Mike has been a Senior National Instructor with Becker Professional Education. He has reached over 167,000 individual students in Becker’s CPA and CMA Review courses and countless more through his presentations at conferences, firms, universities and in the online community.

Mike’s teaching is enhanced by his vast accounting experience in many industries, including manufacturing, financial, retail, real estate and service. In addition to the CPA Review, CMA Review and CPE courses he teaches at Becker, Mike is an adjunct professor in accounting at Franklin University.

Mike graduated from the University of Virginia with a BS in Commerce and an MS in Accounting. He is a licensed CPA in the State of North Carolina, currently residing in Raleigh with his wife and two children.

What’s changing?
The new exam will have three core sections that cover:
* Accounting (FAR)
* Auditing and Attestation (AUD)
* Taxation (REG)

Candidates will also have to choose and pass one of the three following Disciplines:
* Business and Analysis and Reporting (BAR)
* Information Systems and Controls (ISC)
* Tax Compliance and Planning (TCP)